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Abstract: 

While extensive scholarship, popular novels, and films have been devoted to the conflict in 

Vietnam, by comparison, significantly fewer works have focused on the connections between 

literary and intellectual movements in Vietnam and the United States in combination with their 

relevance to contemporary policy. Through an examination of primary works of Vietnamese 

authors, recent news articles, and secondary scholarship this essay seeks to delineate the contours 

of these connected histories in order to address the following question: how do we reshape 

teaching about Vietnam, the United States, literature, and historical memory?  
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Most recently the historiography of Vietnam and the United States has tended to compare 

the American involvement in Vietnam with the American involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. 

This comparative analysis has so deeply penetrated the thoughts of educators that in a most recent 

essay by author and educator Christopher L. Doyle Invisible Wars: Iraq, Afghanistan, and 

Teaching Insurgencies in Public Schools, the author reflects upon of the words of President 

Johnson in 1965 when he stated: “the ultimate victory [in Vietnam] will depend on the hearts 

and minds of the people who actually live out there.”
1
 Doyle writes: “I begin by gauging my 

student’s hearts and minds”
2
 He then raises issues about current conflicts set within a historical 

frame. His students respond with the following misinformation “Osama Bin Laden was the 

dictator of Afghanistan until we overthrew him…Sadam Hussain had weapons of mass 

destruction that he was giving to Al-Queda.”
3
   

Doyle hopes to broaden the accepted bounds of teaching history. In his essay he aims to 

correct fallacies about Iraq and Afghanistan, as he does in the classroom. His aims are 

                                                             
1 Even amongst claims of continued setbacks, by 2009 federal spending on Iraq had reached 694 billion USD, which 

has made Iraq the second most expensive conflict in modern military history as the current campaign surpassed 

Vietnam (686 billion USD). 

Julian E Barnes. “Cost of Iraq war will surpass Vietnam by year's end,” LA Times, April 11, 2011. 
2
 Christopher L Doyle. “Invisible Wars: Iraq, Afghanistan, and Teaching Insurgencies in Public Schools,” American 

Educator 35, 4 (Winter 2011-2) 19-20 
3 Ibid. 
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inspirational, and, although he does not directly address misconceptions about Vietnam, his 

quote demonstrates how deeply the experience of the Vietnam Wars has penetrated the 

classroom and the hearts and minds of educators. Fortunately, in my own experience, 

misinformation about the Vietnam Wars has been more often than not, already corrected. 

Nevertheless, the question “wasn’t Ho Chi Minh a Stalinist?” has arisen from time to time; inside 

and outside the classroom. The concept that there could be an ideology of “Ho Chi Minhist 

thought” is still quite novel to many. 

Since the time of Johnson’s quote the common construction of Vietnam during the war 

period has been dualistic. Students are drilled with this duality: Vietnam was Communist in the 

north. Vietnam was a Republic in the south. Meanwhile, the construction of the image of 

Vietnam after the war period has been relatively monolithic. Scholars and pundits alike still 

discuss, with great interest, the totality of the “Communist authoritarian regime.” However, 

despite these tendencies within the dominant comparative approach, more recent scholarship on 

Vietnam has worked to broaden the understanding of Vietnamese intellectual and literary 

traditions as they connect to the essential values and traditions of Vietnam in conversation with 

the essential values and traditions of American society.
4
 This does not mean that there were not 

authoritarian policies and practices on all sides of the conflict. The evidence of history has 

already been mounted to argue quite to the contrary. Scholars have also discoursed upon the 

notion of the innevitable communist victory as much as they have rightly critiqued the American 

involvement. 

International scholars such as Judy Stowe, Shawn McHale, Sophie Quinn Judge, Martin 

Grosshiem, and Balazs Szalontai re-examined Vietnamese literary and political history from 

2001-2005.
5
 These scholars and others demonstrated a pluralized political culture in Vietnam 

                                                             
4
 The author would like to thank his advisor, Professor Thongchai Winichakul, and JRW Smail Professor of History, 

Alfred W. McCoy, for their inspiration about the importance of teaching history as well as his colleague Mr. Brett 

Reilly PhD, c. in the Department of History at the University of Madison. Other thanks go to Eddie Tay of Cha: An 

Asian Literary Journal, Dr. Carol Compton, Professor Shawn McHale, and Professor Sophie Quinn Judge who 

shaped earlier portions of this work. The final thanks go to the students of History 319: History of the Vietnam Wars 

(Fall of 2011), which was co-taught with Mr. Reilly who served with the author as a Teacher’s assistant for the 

course under the direction of Professor McCoy. Professor McCoy created the syllabus, served as lecturer, and 

training support. The one hundred and thirty students of History 319 in the Fall of 2011 were an integral to the 
formation of concepts and ideas expressed in this essay. This piece is dedicated to them. 
5I use the term “international scholars” here as most, if not all of these individuals are fluent in one European 

language other than English and have completed substantial works relying heavily on Vietnamese language sources. 
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that included the founding of the Việt Minh and the Indochinese Communist Party along with the 

foundation of the lesser mentioned parties of the Đảng Xã Hội Việt Nam (Socialist Party of 

Vietnam), the Ủy Bang Trung Ương Mặt Trận Tổ Quốc Việt Nam (Central Committee of the 

Vietnamese Fatherland Front), and the Đảng Dân Chủ Việt Nam (Democratic Party of Vietnam). 

The combined narratives of each of these organizations demonstrated a pluralistic vision of 

Vietnam that became important (quan trọng) to Vietnamese abroad (Việt Kiều), policymakers 

and scholars alike.  

As a backdrop to the new comparative scholarship of the 2000s, the discussion of 

Democracy (dân chủ) as a Vietnamese value became important in the 1980s and 1990s, 

particularly in the field of Vietnamese literature. A book that belongs in all high school English 

classrooms, Paradise of the Blind (1993), was billed upon its publication as the first Vietnamese 

novel in translation. In Paradise of the Blind the author narrates the life of an individual who was 

abroad in Russia in the 1980s and memories of Vietnam that date to the 1950s. Early in the story 

an ambigous you man appears. He requests the author’s “Uncle Trinh” to recognize the 

“revolutionary spirit” of the poet Do Thieu. He asks: 

‘Chief are you there?’ It was a cheery youthful voice. Without waiting for 

reply, a young man walked in. ‘Ha ha, eating late tonight chief?’ 

My uncle put down his bowl and chopsticks and strode toward the living 

room. ‘Have a seat.’ Spotting the visitor my mother pulled me toward the bed. 

The young man winked and nodded reassuringly. ‘Please this is a democracy.’
6
 

 

The young man and Uncle Chinh go back and forth. Is Do Thieu enough of a revolutionary poet? 

Eventually, Uncle Chinh agrees. The debate, for those who have studied Vietnamese history 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Sophie Quinn-Judge. “The Ideological Debate in the DRV and the Significance of the Anti-Party Affair, 1967-8,” 

Cold War History. Vol 5, No 4. Nov. 2005. Quinn-Judge, Sophie. “Hoang Minh Chinh: The Honourable Dissident” 

openDemocracy.net. April 30, 2008. Shawn McHale. “Vietnamese Marxism, Dissent, and the Politics of 

Postcolonial Memory: Trần Đức Thảo, 1946-1993,” Journal of Asian Studies, 61,1 (February 2002). Judy Stowe and 

Do Van, translators and adaptors of Tin Bui. From Cadre to Exile: The Memoirs of a North Vietnamese Journalist. 

(Bangkok, Thailand: Silkworm Books, 2005) Judy Stowe. “Révisionnisme au Vietnam,” Communisme,  65-66 

(2001) 233-249. Martin Grosshiem, “Revisionism in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam: New Evidence from the 

East German Archives,” Cold War History, 5:4 (November 2005) 451-477. Ngọc Tuần Nguyễn. “Socialist Realism 

in Vietnamese Literature: An Analysis of the Relationship between Literature and Politics” (PhD, diss. Victoria 

University, 2004) Balazs Szalontai. “Political and Economic Crisis in North Vietnam, 1955-56,” Cold War History, 
5, 4 (2005) 395-426 
6Dương Thư Hương. Translated from Vietnamese by Duong, Phan Huy and McPherson, Nina. Paradise of the 

Blind. (New York: William Morrow and Company Inc., 1993) 121 
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outside of the context of the official American involvement, immediately evokes the narrative of 

the Giai Phẩm-Nhân Văn Affair. 

For many educators, the Giai Phẩm-Nhân Văn (Humanist) Vietnamese authors could also 

highlight the tensions between Communist Party actions and the presumptions of democratically 

aligned Marxist-Leninist doctrine. There is an implicit contrast between the two movements: the 

democratic literary authors of the Giai Phẩm-Nhân Văn Affair on the one hand, and the 

communist Marxist-Leninists on the other, which may allow for a comparative conversation 

between the Giai Phẩm-Nhân Văn Affair and the democratically motivated 100 Flowers 

movement of southern China. However, it is often forgotten that many of the authors of Giai 

Phẩm-Nhân Văn had their roots in Vietnamese Communist thought. Many were not only 

advocates, but also innovators in the rising school of Vietnamese Marxist-Leninist doctrine. In 

the words of the prolific historian of Vietnam, Dr. Shawn McHale, they “criticized the Party but 

supported socialism.”
7
 To be critical of the government and to be socialist were not mutually 

exclusive. 

Even one of the most celebrated leaders of the contemporary Vietnamese Pro-Democracy 

movement had his roots well within Vietnamese nationalist and communist movements. He was 

an activist. He was a leader. However, he was also an educator. Born in 1922, Nam Ha province, 

Trần Ngọc Nghiêm (Hoàng Minh Chính) joined the revolution against the French when he was 

just 15 years old. He spent a term in the infamous Sơn La prison from 1940 to 1943 where he 

encountered several other prominent future members of the Vietnamese political elite. By 1944, 

after his release, he became a founding member of the Đảng Dân Chủ Việt Nam (Vietnamese 

Democratic Party). As founder of the Đảng Dân Chủ Việt Nam Hoàng Minh Chính also served 

in a number of Communist organizations. His career as a Communist leader included positions 

as Vice Minister of Education, Vice Director of the Nguyễn Ai Quốc
8
 Communist Party School, 

and both Professor and Vice Director of the Marxist-Leninist Institute of Philosophy in Hanoi. 

However, when increased militarization turned both North and South Vietnam into authoritarian 

societies Hoàng Minh Chính, like many literary figures associated with the Giải Pham-Nhân Văn 

                                                             
7 Shawn McHale. “Vietnamese Marxism, Dissent, and the Politics of Postcolonial Memory: Trần Dức Thảo, 1946-
1993,” Journal of Asian Studies, 6, 1 (February, 2002) 9 
8 This school is named after Hồ Chí Minh under his revolutionary title. This title, Nguyễn Ai Quốc is often 

translated as “Nguyễn the Patriot” 
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affair, became increasingly controversial and served a series of prison sentences (1967-72, house 

arrest until 1978, 1981-87, house arrest until 1990, 1993).
9
 

Despite the persecution of the individuals who were involved in the Giải Pham-Nhân 

Văn affair, the narratives of these individuals, such as Hoàng Minh Chính, serve as a reminder of 

the pluralism in Vietnamese political history. Although the political historian, Douglas Pike, 

referred to the Giải Pham-Nhân Văn affair in his 1976 work A History of Vietnamese 

Communism as “the party’s first and last experiment with criticism,”
10

 the Democratic Party 

remained in operation until October 20, 1988.
11

 Furthermore, after a controversial party-

approved medical leave to the United States in 2005 and a subsequent return to Vietnam which 

was protested by the public, Hoàng Minh Chính became a signatory of the April 8, 2006 8406 

document. The so-called 8406 document called for a reinstitution of democratic values and re-

established the Democratic Party in 2006 of that year. Two years later Hoàng Minh Chính 

converted to Buddhism on his deathbed and a widely publicized public funeral celebrated the life 

of the “Secretary General of the Democratic Party of Vietnam.”
12

 Hoàng Minh Chính had moved 

from the north to the south. He had travelled to the United States and back. He provided a bridge 

across the troubled waters for those individuals who had been separated by the war and forced to 

migrate. 

One of the most common migration patterns of the war period, North to South, parallels 

the movement of certain literary authors as well. Figures such as Nhất Linh and Khế Iêm 

followed the authors of Nhân Văn-Giai Phẩm in the literary arenas and were amongst the 

                                                             
9 One of the sentences (1967) was as a result of a letter written to governing officials that criticized military 
solutions to the conflict between North and South Vietnam See: Pham Nga. “Famous Vietnamese Dissident Dies” 

BBC News. February 8, 2008. Hoang Minh Chinh. Translated by Mr Nguyen Ngoc Bich. “Urgent Report No. 2 of 

Citizen Hoang Minh Chinh to the Socialist Government of Vietnam,” VietAm Review. Hanoi, Vietnam. December 4, 

2005. Jean Libby, ed. “Professor Honag Minh Chinh, Secretary General of the Democratic Party of Vietnam (DPV) 

Dies,” VietAm Review. Hanoi, Vietnam. February 12, 2008. Sophie Quinn-Judge, “Hoang Minh Chinh: the 

Honourable Dissident,” openDemocracy.net. April 30, 2008. --- “The Ideological Debate in the DRV and the 

Significance of the Anti-Party Affair, 1967-8,” Cold War History. 5, 4 (November 2005) 480-1 
10 Douglas Pike. History of Vietnamese Communism: 1925-1976. (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press. 1978) 

112 
11 Anonymous. “Democratic Party Ceases Activities,” BBC Summary of World Broadcasts. October 25, 1988. 
12 Anonymous, “Buddhist Funeral for a Communist Party Veteran Who Became a Dissident,” AsiaNews/Agencies 

Buddhist Channel TV.Com. February 16, 2008. Nga Pham. “Famous Vietnamese Dissident Dies,” BBC News. 
February 8, 2008.Gia Minh and Sarah Jackson. “Mob Attacks Home of Vietnamese Dissident, Family,” 

RadioFreeAsia. December 6, 2005. Jean Libby, “Professor Hoang Minh Chinh, Secretary-General of the 

Democratic Party of Vietnam (DPV) Dies” 
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numerous literary figures who refounded Vietnamese literature in the South after the Geneva 

Accords (1954). In the south the Sáng Tạo (creativity) journal was founded in 1956 and a large 

group of authors continued to publish with the increase in liberalized (đã tự do hóa) printing that 

followed the overthrow of the brutally repressive Ngô Định Diem regime in 1963. However, 

American support of the coup, combined with increased militarization resulted in an atmosphere 

in which publication became increasingly difficult. Furthermore, many authors, including Khế 

Iêm fled as người tau (boat people) from Vietnam to Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, 

Australia, France, Canada, and the United States.  

As Khế Iêm notes, many boat people were shadowed by the experience of the war and 

many Vietnamese also suffered from linguistic barriers. These linguistic barriers prevented social 

advancement and forced acculturation. As Iêm has argued, in many cases acculturation resulted 

in the abandonment of Vietnamese language and literary tradition and the normal 

interconnectivity associated with the progression of literary tradition was also seemingly lost. By 

the early 1990s the great majority of the Vietnamese diaspora generally did not read Vietnamese. 

As such authors such as Khế Iêm and other communal leaders called for programs to teach 

Vietnamese and promote Vietnamese authorship. This movement resulted in a period of 

proliferation of Vietnamese New Formalist poetry from the mid 1994 to 2004 under the 

publication of the journal Tập Chí Thơ (the poetry journal).
13

 

Vietnamese New Formalism arose out of a distinct need to address the issue of belonging 

to an increasingly diverse community under the umbrella of Vietnameseness. With the 

emergence of Vietnamese authorship in an increasingly globalized diaspora, authors like Khế 

Iêm became links between the literary traditions of at least two countries. As such, many of the 

poems, which are predominantly written in Vietnamese and then translated into English, operate 

as contributions to both Vietnamese and American literary spheres and can be almost sung as 

lyrical poems (trường ca) when recited in a mellifluous fashion. 

In the early 1990s, readership additionally saw the revival of Vietnamese poetics in the 

diaspora and in connection to Vietnam as repatriation allowed for increased cultural connections 

                                                             
13 Khế Iêm. “Vietnamese New Formalism: Stepping Out from a Literary Tradition” in Khế Iêm, ed. Thơ Không Vân: 

Thuyển Tập Tân Hình Thức (Blank Verse: An Anthology of Vietnamese New Formalism Poetry) (Garden Grove, 

CA: Tan Hinh Thuc Publishing Group, 2006). xxxi-xxxix 
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in the literary world. With the Đổi Mới economic reforms, liberalized printing, and Young Poets 

movements, the connections between literary movements abroad and those in Vietnam became 

stronger. New energy was placed in the development of form. Bridging the Pacific, this poetry 

was produced in Vietnamese literary journals such as Hợp Lưu and Tạp Chí Thơ as well as 

scholarly venues, such as the Yale University Press’s The Việt Nam Forum. Although the famous 

writers of this movement are no longer as prolific as they once were there has been a call for a 

revival of the Vietnamese bilingual literate tradition.
14

 The rival of this literary movement 

presents an excellent opportunity for the study of language (ngôn ngữ), poetry (thờ), literature 

(văn học), and history (lịch sử). 

 As he wrote in August of 2005 Iêm compared Vietnamese New Formalism to a long 

literary tradition in Vietnam that includes the Giai Phẩm Nhân Vân (Humanist Movement) and 

Sáng Tạo (Creative Writer) movements of the 1960s. However, Iêm argued that New Formalism 

at the dawn of the 21
st
 century experienced similar clear symptoms of decline. New Formalism’s 

recent revival, therefore, has brought fresh voices and interpretations together with proven 

literary scholars to form yet another pillar of bilingual literary excellence, addressing the 

pressing concerns of an increasingly globalized literary community. Summarizing this new 

movement and the promise of young Vietnamese authors, editor Khế Iêm concludes, “This 

should be the dawning of a new age of creativity, when they are at their prime int intellectual 

prowess and productivity.”
15

 

The collected poetry in Khế Iêm's first bilingual volume, Thơ Không Vân (Blank Verse - 

2006) emerged as the beginning of a literary trend—a trend which focused on the literary 

traditions of the past, the memory of Vietnam, and a deep connection to a history of tribulation 

that bridges the experience of poetry across linguistic, ethnic, and national bounds. Poet Hoàng 

Xuân Sơn's Reading the Journal operates as a meditation on the mediation between the 

contemporary tradition of New Formalism and the Vietnamese traditional poetic form of six-

eight. In comparison to the American New Formalism, the rather successful Vietnamese New 

Formalist Poetry movement bends traditional forms and emphasizes dualities of concepts by 

                                                             
14 Ibid. 
15 Khế Iêm. “Vietnamese New Formalism: Stepping Out from a Literary Tradition,” XXXV 
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breaking lines into stanzas. However, poets within the movement also responded to divine unity 

of being.  

An example of a poet who emphasizes the divine unity of being is Hùynh Lê Nhật Tấn in 

the poem Links. Hùynh associated the divine with the dual images of nakedness, flight, and 

jumping on the one hand and social ascent on the other. In another example, cosmological 

movement was drawn across the duality of Cham towers (tháp) and sacred towers on the one 

hand and church towers on the other, toward the unity contemporary exuberance. Inrasara's 

Stories Retold Only After 40 Years remembered a history of persecution of the minority Cham 

people in Vietnam; the uplifting image of the traditional Cham dhai fleeing Minh Mệnh's 

mandate, and waiting for boats that never come, despite the promise of the guru (teacher). Here 

Inrasara conveyed a new series of imposed boundaries and an internalization of their effect. On a 

more sensual note, Khúc Minh's I Marry a Young Wife reveals a boundary-crossing experience 

of ecstasy. The poet identifies with the breast of the motherland; however, the reader discovers 

that “her” (presumably the “young wife”) knowledge of the world far exceeds her experiences of 

America, leaving the poet to awaken alone on a hospital floor. Finally, Qùynh Thi's The Nun tells 

a story of a young nun who undergoes the trials and tribulations of coming of age in a globalized 

world (đã toàn cầu hóa), before being forced to live illegally in hiding.
16

 These narratives of 

tribulation, border crossing, and disappointment leave readers with a sense of curiosity. 

Three years after the publication of Thơ Không Văn, Khế Iêm’s 2009 Thơ Kể (Poetry 

Narrates) volume stretched assumptions of Vietnamese diaspora far beyond the already popular 

image of the người tau (boat people). Thơ Kể was dominated by memories of Saigon street life, 

reminiscent of the experience of the người ba lô (backpacker) who has the need to đi phượt 

(travel by motorcycle while sleeping in the open air) in order to go see the Quỳnh (blooming 

cactus) of the night.
17

  

The presentation of the poetry in the Thơ Kể anthology was organized by well-regarded 

translators rather than by poets, with one reserved for each—Biển Bắc, Đỗ Vinh, Phan Khế and 

Trần Vũ Liên Tâm—and then broken down into subsections by poet. The advantage of this 

                                                             
16 Khế Iêm, ed. Thơ Không Vân: Thuyển Tập Tân Hình Thức (Blank Verse: An Anthology of Vietnamese New 

Formalism Poetry) (Garden Grove, CA: Tan Hinh Thuc Publishing Group, 2006) 
17 Khế Iêm, ed. Thơ Kể (Poetry Narrates), (Garden Grove, CA Tan Hinh Thuc Publishing Group: 2009) 
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approach was that the reader could clearly discern some of the personality of the individual 

translators, in addition to those of the poets and poems. Additionally the side-by-side 

presentation in Tiếng Việt and English, moving beyond Thơ Không Vấn's front-and-back dual 

translation. Whereas in Thơ Không Văn Vietnamese poems were presented in the front of the 

volume and English translations in the back, Thơ Kể exhibited a successful attempt to address the 

needs of increasingly bilingual writers, readers, teachers, and students. Finally, the move to 

include fewer poets, and yet more translators exhibited a more selective presentation of poetry 

with a greater recognition for the art of poetic translation.
18

 

Major themes of Thơ Kể included perceptions of poverty, loneliness and isolation. In this 

sense, readers saw an emergent identity of the poetic community that stems from the successes, 

the trials and tribulations and the triumphant failures of life in the dusty lanes of modern 

Vietnam. Rural Vietnameseness, urban depression and international ghosts were the inquirers of 

these verses, which connect Saigon to Bolsa, the “capital” of the Vietnamese community 

Westminster County in California. Silence was another dominant theme evoked by poets who 

relate to the voice of the voiceless. The questions asked of Bolsa and Saigon were rarely 

answered, but rather left to hang in between the lines, and in this silence there was a world of 

imagery: of death, of mothers, of tears, of life, of ciet (small cases used by school children to 

carry books) and of holier things. It is in these translations of images that readers begin to gain 

an understanding of Vietnamese culture at the margins: it is here that we finally see the voice of 

dân tộc tiểu số (minorities) in the construction of contemporary Vietnamese identity.
19

 

In Thơ Kể the Phan Khế translation of thơ Inrasara is particularly important for seeing 

the voices of dân tộc tiểu số in the construction of Vietnamese identity. The translated poet, 

Inrasara, is of Cham ethnic minority descent and has been widely published in Vietnam. Phan 

Khế’s translations, such as the poem “Poisonous Dreams,” place the visceral experience of the 

lives of the dân tộc tiểu số particularly associated with the Vietnamese Central Highlands in a 

context that is contemporaneous with images of the karmic cycle; “Do It Again!” where the 

intricacies of things Not Belonging-to-Us and those which Belong-to-Us perhaps retain a sense of 

Us in the Belonging since they are Not-Us, and we are told to “Seek” them out. In reflection, 

                                                             
18 Ibid. 
19 Khế Iêm, ed. Thơ Kể (Poetry Narrates) 
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readers might wonder which them or its we are trying to seek. By remembering that this 

collection heralds poets like the recluse Trần Wũ Khang, we might remember that readers are 

simply looking at a cross section of authors who view the world through a particularly unique 

lens. In this case, the lens is assembled by Khế Iêm.
20

  

In Khế Iêm’s most recent edited volume Thơ Khắc (Other Poetry, 2011) Iêm added 

organization, analysis and awareness for international audiences in his creative presentation of 

Vietnamese New Formalist poetry. Created as a memorial to Tập Chí Thơ (1994–2004, a poetry 

journal published in California to celebrate the works of Vietnamese poets) this volume brings 

together literary, historical and linguistic analysis, translations of original works selected from 

Tập Chí Thơ, visual poetry, and the work of Stephen John Kalinich (translated into Vietnamese).  

 The works published in Thơ Khắc clearly exhibit Iêm's attempts to bring together 

concepts of Western and Eastern philosophy through the presentation of popular image and form. 

This volume shows an increased recognition of the proliferation of beat-versed, percussive 

spoken-word poetic forms, popularized in the inner cities of America in the late 1980s and early 

1990s before global markets developed a taste for spoken-word works in the late 1990s and early 

2000s. Iêm thus establishes a bridge between the poets of Def Jam and the dance halls of the 

Quận Ba Lô's (Backpacker Districts), and highlights the importance that the colloquialization of 

verse has played in his own translations.  

A key aspect of Iêm's work is his examination of meter in language. He argues that Old 

English, like Vietnamese, was monosyllabic, until influences from French and Latin were 

introduced into the language. The traditional meter of Old English poetry (e.g.: iambic 

pentameter) was heavily emphasized in English poetry until the introduction of blank verse or 

free verse allowed for a liberalization of communication. Similarly, the classical forms of 

Vietnamese poetry—using a mix of Hán-Nôm (demotic Vietnamese written in Chinese 

characters)—emphasized structure and form (particularly six-eight). However, the introduction 

of freer verse forms allowed works to be presented in translation, broadening the readership. 

The goal of accessibility, while at the same time leading to the proliferation of thought, is 

one of the major aims of Thơ Khắc (Other Poetry). It seeks to introduce readers to classical 

                                                             
20 Ibid. 
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Vietnamese works (such as The Song of a Warriors Wife), Vietnamese interpretations of visual 

media (Bợt – waaaaiz – zơơơơ, Bud-wei-ser), and the work of Vietnamese contemporary artists 

(works that pay homage to TTKh, a Vietnamese woman, well-known for her 1930s poetry, and 

who once submitted a catfish bridge as an art exhibition). Furthermore, Thơ Khắc set out to bring 

contemporary notions of the Butterfly Effect, Chaos theory and deconstructionism to a bilingual 

audience. In one work from this collection Trang Sách (Pages from a Book) - the poet writes: 

He steps out from pages of whispered tales of love stories from The Hunchback of Notre 

Dame to the Strange Tales of Liaozhai to the 'magical realism' (One Hundred Years of 

Solitude) thousands and tens of thousands of love stories and all as fictitious as reality and 

after he had stepped out from the pages he is no longer himself and he is a fictitious 

character he is no longer himself now no longer the person he was he is himself…
21

 

 

Here the poet has clearly referenced the value of an education in both French and Chinese 

classics. These influences, a result of the colonial experience, may have new implications for 

those who study history, having now accepted the independence of Vietnamese identity during 

the period of modern nationalism, and now seeking to recognize it in the period of recent 

globalization. The transnational nature of Vietnamese literature for Iêm therefore brings out what 

he terms a “crisis of bilingualism,” which is a central theme to all of Iêm’s work. 

In Thơ Khắc readers were reminded of the effects of the “crisis of bilingualism” as the 

Vietnamese community came into contact with a more globalized audience. This volume awakes 

with a new social consciousness including dedications to the writer Hoàng Ngọc Tuấn (1947-

2005, who compiled short stories regarding the experience of young Vietnamese women coming 

of age), the victims of the 2004 tsunami (which struck major port cities from South India to 

Southeast Asia) and intellectual crises of the era of globalization. Major themes continue to 

include a perception of poverty, a polarized experience of biculturalism, and experiences of 

isolation deepened within the reality of connectivity. 

In one example of connectivity, in the poem Cái Chết Trên Truyền Hình (A Death on 

Television) Iêm creates a memorial to the 2003 experience of Mrs. Rosa Gonzalez's who 

witnessed her son’s death in the Iraqi conflict while watching Al-Jazeera: 

                                                             
21 Khế Iêm. Thơ Khắc (Other Poetry), (Garden Grove, CA: Tan Hinh Thuc Publishing Group. 2011) 48-51 
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The woman sees the death of her own son on the screen but does not believe that 

her son is dead, and even though the news came like a storm about the death of 

her son, she does not believe what she saw; no one received the news and 

recognized the death of her son and she also could not understand even her own 

pain…
22

  

 

Through an analysis of the poem Cái Chết Trên Truyền Hình it becomes clear that in the poet’s 

eyes, the experiences of being Vietnamese are at once fully relatable to the experiences of other 

communities who undergo social hardships as a result of conflict. As such, the essays and poems 

presented in the volume are not without their own interpretations and critiques of “dominant” 

cultural tropes. Nguyễn Hoàng Nam's essay Cách Đọc (How to Read) was constructed to address 

the topics of lịch sử vân học Việt Nam (Vietnamese cultural and historical studies) in connection 

with global trends of poetry and philosophy. In this essay, Nguyễn Hoàng Nam explains how 

Surrealism emerged in poetry and how there is further work to be done in broadening the 

understanding of the field: “The application of artistic notion in modern times is still limited to 

the subjectivism (and arrogance-narcissism) of the superpowers: "international" in fact refers to 

Russia, America and Europe. In the social realm, it is even more contracted.”
23

  

 Nguyễn Hoàng Nam’s criticism of the social constraints of “International Studies” has 

become even more relevant in the United States as decreases in funding have begun to limit 

programs of international research. Beginning with the long debate over over the federal deficit 

in the past several years, the Congress approved a proposal announced last April that would have 

to cut 40% of Federal Area Studies funding, which reduced the overall program funding to 76 

million.
24

 By May of 2011 the announcement was made that the Fulbright Hays program, which 

had funded dissertation research in 75 countries in 64 languages in 2010, would be cut for the 

2011-12 funding cycle.
25

 This cuts of the Fulbright Hays program saved a grand total of just 

under 6 million dollars. These cuts were announced the same month that the New York Times 

                                                             
22 Khế Iêm. Thơ Khắc (Other Poetry) 60-1 
23 Hoàng Nam Nguyễn. “Cách Độc” in Thơ Khắc (Other Poetry), (Garden Grove, CA: Tan Hinh Thuc Publishing 

Group: 2011) 166-78 
24 Ian Wilhelm. “Fulbright Keeps Moving Forward Despite Budget Uncertainty,” The Chronicle of Higher 

Education. October 23, 2011 
25 The author should note that the Fulbright Hays program was reopenned for the 2012-2013 funding cycle. Giving 
applicants, faculty and staff a one month turn around time for the application window. This was an extremely short 

turn-around time for all individuals involved. Many were already working with end of the semester grading, exams, 

and committee meeting for theses when the application window was openned. 
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reported a total cost of US intervention in Libya at 750 million USD.
26

 The effectiveness of the 

outcome in Libya, much like military intervention in Afghanistan and Iraq remains to be seen. 

However, one effect remains clear, aggressive foreign policy yields to a surge in military 

spending and a decrease in scholarly investment. Nguyễn Hoàng Nam’s assertions may be 

correct. 

To reflect upon Nguyễn Hoàng Nam’s assertions, we must also consider the efforts of 

those individuals who have worked to bridge the gap of understanding between Vietnam and the 

United States in the wake of the Vietnam War periods. One of these individuals, Professor 

Emeritus and Co-founder of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies (CSEAS) Judith Ladinsky, 

whose memorial service was recently held in Madison, Wisconsin in April 2012. Dr. Ladinsky 

was once dubbed “the unofficial ambassador to Vietnam,” because she founded exchange 

programs and worked tirelessly to improve relations between Vietnam and the United States 

from the grassroots level.  Dr. Ladinsky’s work stands alongside Nguyễn Hoàng Nam’s, Trần 

Đức Thảo’s, Hoàng Minh Chính’s, and Khế Iêm’s. Together, these individuals remind us of the 

importance of intellectual exchange, the importance of teaching, and above all, the importance of 

learning. As such, as students, teachers, and scholars who continue to engage with the subject of 

Vietnamese studies, U.S. history, literature, and historical memory, we would be best suited to 

remember the words that Khế Iêm wrote in 2005, that “this is the dawning of a new age of 

creativity.” 
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